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i started out with a tree-shaking
script to ensure our repos are only
ever building up. this cuts down on
the bandwidth we need to upload
by dramatically reducing the
gzipped size of the repos. the
binaries are now generating from
the following repos: it took quite a
while for that repos to be built up
to the level i was willing to be using
them on a continuous basis. i've
set a reminder for myself every day
at the time of publishing to check
in to see if the repos are still
building up. $ git clone https://githu
b.com/grapheneos/pyxel-edit $
export git_dir=${git_dir:=/opt/grap
heneos/} $ export git_repo=${git_r
epo:=${git_dir}}/grapheneos/pyxe
l-edit $ cd ${git_repo} $ python
setup.py build i then clone the
repos in to a new branch, created a
new repo to my projects, and copy
a merged branch from the branch
i'm working from. this gives me a
second branch for fixing any issues
or testing using the build i'm about
to create. note: i didn't want to
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change the workflow to save time,
but you can skip building your
repos and just export directly to
the merged branch. that's a great
alternative if you're confident it will
work from the branch you're
working from. of course, that's not
always the case. if you don't want
to update to grapheneos, there is
still hope as grapheneos features
can be ported to other devices. this
is a list of devices that we officially
support in our forum. but, if you're
having trouble installing a feature,
chances are we may have
supported it previously. here's the
summary of what i came away
with. at $110, the essential phone
is a great package. this phone is
quite an interesting beast in my
book. everything about the phone
is engineered for maximum
performance. the display is a
gorgeous 3.5-inch amoled super
retina display. it uses ultrasonic
fingerprint scanning to unlock,
bluetooth and nfc for quick
connections and plenty of power
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for web browsing, gaming and
apps.
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google and samsung continue to
bring new versions of their
operating systems to their

respective devices, but their
ongoing efforts have been nothing

short of a nightmare for those
users who want the most

customization possible, along with
extended battery life. if you're

bored of your current device, but
know that the latest version of

android may not be for you, there
is a solution: the rom manager.
samsung and google are both

championing the use of android
version updates, but the rollout has
been nothing short of a disaster. a
lot of people have been waiting for
more than a year to get updates to

the latest versions of android on
their galaxy phones. motorola

didn't start its purchase of ibm's
smartphone business until january
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of this year, but in the meantime, it
already has a useful piece of

hardware to offer. dubbed the
xoom 30 , the tablet has a couple
of interesting features designed to

make you forget that it's not
running android. the first is a

dedicated button that allows you to
quickly search across the device.
given how much google now has
penetrated our lives, you'd think

that "ask google" would be
standard fare, but the company

hasn't done away with going
through a visual query interface to
get what you want. next, we have
the ability to act as a one-handed

keyboard via a universal car
mount. if you've ever gone through
the hassle of trying to write things
on your phone with one hand, we

can see why this one might be very
useful. there was a time where

everything android was cool, and
the third-party developer

community grew up together with
the operating system. nowadays,
android is no longer the coolest
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thing, google has too much on its
plate and the google play store is
full of half-finished apps. so, in a

bid to keep up with the competition
and bring some of those

developers back to their old
stomping grounds, the android
team started the nex launcher .
this powerful new app can be

installed alongside the android
operating system and has the
power to basically create an

entirely new os interface for the
latest iteration of android. we think

of the android interface as very
fluid, but the launcher is now
capable of fluidity on steroids.
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